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U.S. stock index futures pointed to a record-opening S&amp;amp;R The P 500 and The Dow's first trading session of the year on Monday is based on a rally that is powered by expectations for a vaccine-driven recovery in the global economy. The Nasdaq 100 E-minis were up 57.75 points, or 0.45%. A group of 226 engineers and other Google employees have formed a union.
ADC Therapeutics SA (NYSE: ADCT), a late clinical-phase oncology-driven biotechnology company pioneering the development and commercialization of highly potent and targeted antibody drug conjugations (ADCs) in patients with haematological malignancies and solid tumors, announced today that management will participate in a pre-recorded presentation and hold a one-to-
one meeting at the sternir virtual corporate access event, which will take place from 11 to 14 January 2021. Dublin, Jan 04 , 2012 _Bart , 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) - Mobile Satellite Service Market By Service Type, by Access Type, and by End Users, and segment forecasts by 2027 report has been added to the ResearchAndMarkets.com offer. The Global Mobile Satellite
Services (MSP) market is projected to reach USD 8.20 billion by 2027, from USD 4.53 billion in 2019, as the growing demand for consistent and continuous services by the maritime and aeronautics sectors will drive the growth of the mobile satellite services market. Mobile Satellite Services (MSS) offers two-way data and voice communications to users around the world who
always travel or are in remote locations. MSS is often used for its global intake. The size of the terminals is from hand to laptop size. These terminals may be installed in a vehicle where communication can be maintained even when the vehicle is moving. MSS operates in the L-band, low enough in the frequency spectrum to avoid rain fade associated with higher bandwidth, such
as The Ka- and Ku-band fixed satellite systems. MSS is a mobile phone service that depends on portable earth satellites rather than fixed ground satellites and is known as cell phone towers. They can be installed on moving vehicles such as ships, cars, planes, and individuals can also carry them. Companies accept voice satellite services to ensure consistent, continuous
communication between their employees in mining, fisheries, construction, transport, communication and tourism. North America dominated the market for mobile satellite services, as government, aviation and maritime industries are in high demand. The region has advanced technologies that require continuous and consistent mobile networks. In 2019, the region covers market
revenues of 31.9 %. Yet other key findings from the report suggest * Voice mobile satellite is an effective solution for government agencies to manage coast guards and forest rangers, allowing them to help people on islands and borders. This is very necessary during natural disasters. * supports polar adventures by providing tourists with a voice satellite Polar adventurer Antony
Jinman uses iridium go! about his Antarctic tour. * The increase in the number of flight services has increased the demand for mobile satellite services. Commercial airlines will use it to provide their customers with full internet access, which includes e-mail with attachments, shopping, corporate intranet connectivity and much more. It will also allow airlines to improve their
operational efficiency by providing real-time monitoring capabilities for equipment and stocks. * The BFSI sector will record a significant CAGR of 7.1% over the forecast period. As the banking sector moves towards digitisation, they must be able to connect with their physical presence points, such as branches, kiosks and ATMs. Banks need to find proper communication to
connect to these points in order to expand their services. * Hughes Network Systems, LLC, in May 2019, announced that Eutelsat Communications has chosen the Hughes JUPITERT system to provide services to its KONNECT for the new generation of high-throughput satellite (HTS) for Western Europe and AfricaKey themes: Chapter 1. Market Concodic 1.1. Market definition
1.2. Field of research and Room 1.3. Method 1.4: Market valuation method Chapter 2. Summary 2.1. Snapshot, Chapter 3, 2018-2026. Indicative data, Chapter 4. Segmentation of the market for mobile satellite services (MSS) and impact analysis 4.1. Segmentation analysis of the market position of mobile satellite services (MSS) 4.2. Industrial Outlook 4.2.1. Analysis of market
indicators 4.2.2. Analysis of market drivers 4.2.2.1. Demand for satellite and terrestrial mobile technology integration 4.2.2.2. Increase in investment from the military and government 4.2.3. Analysis of market constraints 4.2.3.1 4.2.3.2. Lack of interoperability of the MSS system Provisions on the use of satellite technology 4.3. Technological insights 4.4. Regulatory framework 4.5
ETOP analysis 4.6. Porter's five-force analysis 4.7. Competitive Metric Space Analysis 4.8. Price trends analysis Chapter 5. Mobile Service (MSS) At Service Type Insights &amp;amp; Trends 5.1. Service type dynamics and market share, 2019 and 2026 5.2. Video service 5.2.1. Market estimates and forecasts 2016-2026 (USD billion) 5.2.2. Market estimates and forecasts by
region, 2016-2026 (USD billion) 5.3. Data service 5.4. Voice services chapter 6. Mobile Satellite Service (MSS) By Access Type Insights and Trends 6.1. Access type dynamics and market share, 2019 and 2026 6.2. Land MSP 6.2.1. Market estimates and forecasts 2016-2026 (USD billion) 6.2.2. Market estimates and forecasts by region 2016-2026 (USD billion) 6.3. Aeronautical
MSP 6.4. Marine MSP 6.5. Personal MSP 6.6. Broadcast MSP Chapter 7. Mobile Satellite Service (MSS) By End Users Insights &amp; Trends 7.1. End-user dynamics and market share, 2019 and 2026 7.2. Bfsi 7.2.1. Market estimates and forecasts, 2016-2026 billion) 7.2.2. Market estimates and forecasts by region, 2016-2026 (USD billion) 7.3. Aerospace and Defense 7.4. 7.5.
Public sector 7.6. IT &amp; Telecom 7.7. Retail Chapter 8. Regional Outlook for Mobile Communications Services (MSP) Division 9. Competitive landscape 9.1. Market revenue share by producers 9.2. Analysis of the allocation of production costs 9.3. Mergers and pairings 9.4. Market positioning 9.5. Strategy Benchmarking 9.6. Seller Landscape Chapter 10. Company profiles
10.1. Company statement 10.2. Financial indicators 10.3. Technology Insights 10.4. Strategic Initiatives * Ericsson Inc. * Intelsat S.A. * Globalstar Inc. * EchoStar Mobile Limited * Thuraya Telecommunications Company * ORBCOMM Europe Holding BV * Hughes Network Systems * Telstra Corporation * SpaceQuest * TerreStar For more information on this report visit and
markets also offer Custom Research services that provide targeted, comprehensive and tailored research. CONTACT: ResearchAndMarkets.com Laura Wood, Senior Press Manager press@researchandmarkets.com For S.T Office Hours Call 1-917-300-0470 USA/CAN Toll Free Call 1-800-526-8630 GMT Office Hours Call +353-1-416-8900The Asia-Pacific Sulphur Hexafluoride
Market Forecast for 2027 - COVID-19 Impact and Regional Analysis by Grade (Electronic Grade, UHP assessment, and standard category), end-user (power and energy, Electronics, Metal Manufacturing, Medical and Others) report has been added to ResearchAndMarkets.com offer. The main players in the direct mail advertising market are RR Donnelley, Valassis, Dai Nippon,
Harte Hanks, Quad/Graphics, Cenveo, Hibbert, Gunderson Direct, Greetabl and SaasMQL. The global direct mail advertising market is expected to grow from $66. New York, Jan. 04, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) - Reportlinker.com announces the report's Direct Mail Advertising Global Market Report 2020-30: COVID-19 Growth And Change - 84 billion in 2019 to $67.34 billion in
2020 with an annual compound growth rate (CAGR) of 0.75%. The volume of direct mail was down in the first quarter, however the COVID-19 outbreak favored this market because some of the major brands have accepted direct mail ads during the closed period. The pandemic has led to restrictive containment measures that include social distancing, remote work, as well as
sectoral closures and other commercial activities. As consumers stay at home in recent months due to a pandemic, direct mail has become a marketing strategy to reach consumers at home. The market will then reach USD 70,66 billion in 2023 at a CAGR of 1,62 %. The direct mail advertising market consists of the sale of direct mail advertising services and related goods by
companies (organisations, individual traders and partnerships) that create and manage advertising and advertising activities by post. The content and type of your ad can be customized to suit your audience. Only products and traded between undertakings or sold to the end Included. The Asia-Pacific region was the largest region in the direct mail advertising market in 2019. It is
expected to remain the largest region in the forecast period. Direct mail advertisers use augmented reality to modernize direct mail advertising. Augmented reality is a huge engaging medium, and it creates more opportunities that can make direct mail interactive. For example, EE, a mobile network operator, used Blippar technology to improve its paper bills so that customers could
scan inserts with the Blippar app to learn more about EE's services, as well as watching exclusive videos in augmented reality. Augmented reality allowed the bill to capture an average 3-minute time per customer and an understanding of the EE product range. The direct mail advertising market contained in this message is by type placed in postcards; self-commissioners; letters
and encircle; dimension for senders; Catalogs. The high cost of direct mail advertising is designed to curb the growth of the direct mail advertising market. For example, for a small business running a small marketing budget, a direct mail ad can be costly. The cost of direct mailings includes the price of postal expenses, professional printing, design costs and the cost of
professional copywriter rental services to create a compelling report. In addition to this restriction, consumers consider direct mail to be an unsolicited e-mail. According to the study, more than 90 percent of direct mail is tossed away without opening or reading. Therefore, in order to reach the customer by mail, the mail sent must be creative and to create such mail will increase
costs. The high cost of direct mail advertising hampers the direct mail advertising market. The benefits associated with direct mail advertising contributed to the growth of the direct mail advertising market. The main advantages associated with direct mail advertising include high read speed, response rate, and personalization. The tangible advantage that direct mail offers, along
with the possibility that personal and specific messages can be delivered to target customers, builds trust in customers. Also, direct mail usually has a longer shelf life than email or digital marketing. According to Postcard Marketing (Postcard Marketing &amp;amp; Direct Mail Platform), the average response rate for direct mail is about 2.7% - 4.4%, while email is about 0.6%,
which is relatively very low. The average open rate ranges from 57.5% - 85%, and the average return on investment is $4.09 (£3.22) on $1.27 (£1) spent on direct mail. Such advantages from direct mail advertising drive direct mail advertising to the market. Read the full report: Reportlinker ReportLinker is an award-winning market research solution. Reportlinker finds and
organizes the latest industry data so you get all the necessary market research - right away, in one place. CONTACT: Clare: clare@reportlinker.com USA: (339) -368-6001 Intl: +1 339-368-6001Authors George and Kaye Topp illustrate the raw reality of life and how they overcame adversities never to lose faith in the Lord in their book Pinned! Pinned!: Farm Accident-Our Walk in
Faith By George and Kaye ToppGRACE CITY, North Da., Jan 04, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) - In the blink of an eye, one incident can change the guide to your life. George Topp was born into an agricultural profession and has been an avid farmer all his life. On May 3, 2004, George's world shifted after being found pinned between a tractor and a car bumper, and no one buried
him. He thought it was impossible for him to get out alive until God intervened and saved his life. In a recently released autobiography, Pinned!: Farm Accident-Our Walk of Faith, George and Kaye Topp illustrate the day his faith saved him and how it affected him and their family during many months of healing. Throughout the book, readers will get a glimpse of George's path to
recovery, the incredible love of Jesus and the unbelievable grace of God. Sixteen years after the accident, George and Kaye share how they got through this life without changing the experience and how God saved George by restoring their wholeness physically and spiritually. Readers will be inspired to never give up whatever unprecedented obstacles life may have to present.
Pinned! also shows how God will protect and deliver in a miraculous way. When George was in rehab, he inspired God's love and grace to save him from death and restore their wholeness, said Kaye. We decided to publish our book to cover the power of prayer and how faith made many things possible throughout my recovery. We wanted to share my story with others to show
them that things will and can get better, said George. After all, Pinned! is a testament to God's will through the strengths George and Kay embody during challenging times with the help of their faith, family, and friends. Pinned!: Farm Accident-Our Walk in Faith By George and Kaye Topp ISBN: 978-1-9736-8048-2 (softcover); 978-1-9736-8818-1 (eBook) Available at WestBow
Press, Amazon and Barnes &amp; Noble Audiobook Coming Soon For Authors George and Kaye Topp is a lifetime for North Dakota farmers. Both graduating from Grace City High School, George completed two courses at North Dakota Agricultural College, while Kaye earned a degree in elementary education from Valley City State College. George left grain growing in 2010, and
Kay also left school that same year. Their debut book Pinned!: Farm Accident-Our Walk in Faith shares how individually and together they got through a traumatic incident that strengthened their faith. Their story will inspire readers to get through whatever situations life can present with God's help. George and Keye have been married since 1968 and have four children. To learn
more, please visit www.pinnedbook.com. The press is a strategically supported self-publishing alliance between HarperCollins Christian Publishing and Author Solutions, LLC – a global leader supported by self-publishing. The names, published in WestBow Press, are rated for sales potential and are considered to have been published through Thomas Nelson and Zondervan. For
more information, www.westbowpress.com call (866)-928-1240.Attachment* Pinned! CONTACT: Grace Bywater LAVIDGE 480-998-2600 x 534 gbywater@lavidge.comThe Home Fitness Equipment Global Market Report 2020-30: COVID-19 Impact and Growth Report has been added to ResearchAndMarkets.com offer. Paragonix Technology, a leading hypothermic cardiothoracic
organ conservation provider, announced today that Bill Edelman, CEO and Chairman of the Board, will present at the 23rd Annual Needham Virtual Growth Conference january 11-15, 2021 in a series of virtual 1:1 meetings reviewing the company's rapid international growth of more than 500 heart transplant systems sent by expanding the product portfolio of lung and digital
products, and forecasts for 2021.The High-End Bicycle Market will grow by $4.96 billion during 2020-2024David Marek appointed CEO of Myovant SciencesNEW YORK and LONDON, Jan 04, 2021 (GLOBE -NEWSWIRE) - Sumitovant BiopHarma Ltd., a majority shareholder of Myovant Sciences (NYSE: MYOV), today announced that Myovant Sciences, a health care company
focused on redefining care for women and men, and one of the five health care companies in the Sumitovant family business, appointed Mr. David Marek as Deputy Executive Director of Myovant Sciences , Inc. Mr. Marek will also serve as chief executive officer of Myovant Sciences Ltd. and as a member of its board of directors. Mr. Marek's success is Lynn Seely, M.D.David
Marek is a veteran biopharmaceutical executive with more than 30 years of experience in the industry. He demonstrates Myovant's commercial experience as a seasoned pharmaceutical executive, a strategic prowess from leading one of the world's most successful health care advertising agencies, as well as consumer and digital marketing know-how from one of the most
popular health information portals, WebMD. David joins Myovant from Axsome Therapeutics, where he was chief marketing officer in charge of building out of commercial capabilities in preparation for several upcoming launches. Prior to Axsome, David served as general manager of Amgen's Neuroscience Business Unit, where, among other duties, he oversaw the successful
launch of AIMOVIG®, a first-of-its-kind migraine prophylactic therapy that became and remains a top drug in his class. In this post, David also co-led AIMOVIG® commercialization partnership in the United States with Novartis. David joined Amgen as vice president of marketing for Amgen's $9 billion inflammatory and nephrology business unit, which represented about 40% of
Amgen's total company revenue at the time. In this capacity , he was instructed to and modernizing the commercial abilities as he oversaw the following therapeutic areas: rheumatology, dermatology, nephrology, and ultimately, neuroscience. Before Amgen, David was executive vice president of consumer services at WebMD, where he led an organization of more than 300
employees across marketing, sales, medical, editorial, programming, analytics, government relationships, and other key areas. Prior to WebMD, David served as managing director of Saatchi and Saatchi Healthcare Advertising, where his organization led the development and implementation of advertising strategies for some of the industry's most important multi-billion dollar
brands, including NEXIUM®, ENBREL®, CRESTOR®, ELOXITIN®, SEROQUEL®, and AMBIEN® global markets from launch to loss of exclusivity. We welcome David with this important role in Myovant. We are confident that he will provide leadership to further expand Myovant's clinical development strengths while managing the company in its commercial endeavors, said
Myrtle Potter, chief executive officer of Sumitovant Biopharma and Board Chairman of Myovant Sciences. As the first member of the Sumitovant family of health care companies to achieve commercialization, Myovant will set a precedent for the pace and approach of our pipeline development, and our goal is to become a high-performance trade organization. I am pleased to have
my years of experience at Myovant in this prime time as the company moves to their marketing stage company. Myovant has already earned a well-deserved reputation for developing therapies with the potential to redefine care for women and men. I look forward to working with an experienced and talented Myovant team to further strengthen the company's competitiveness while
driving growth and profitability, said David Marek, chief executive officer of Myovant Sciences, Inc. I am also committed to ensuring myovant drug development engine continues to grow the company as we conduct goal-driven science, empowering drugs, and transformative advocacy. We sincerely thank Dr. Seely for her leadership in building Myovant. Dr. Seely is a true doctor-
scientist and business leader who understands and is deeply committed to the promise of bedtime care for patients, said Potter. Under her leadership, for less than 5 years, Myovant built a high-performance clinical development engine that has conducted five successful global phase 3 trials, leading to several NSA and other regulatory filings, with ORGOVYX™ earning priority
review designations and approval from the FDA. Dr. Seely also led the effort that led to Myovant's important strategic partnership with Pfizer. Myovant's team of employees is excellent, passionate and excited about the company's potential to make a difference for patients and healthcare providers. Dr. Seely leaves a stellar foundation for success, which will be built upon By David
Marek. About Myovant Sciences redefiniting care for women and men through goal-oriented science, empowering medicines and transforming advocacy. Our lead product candidate, relugolix, is an oral GnRH receptor antagonist once a day. Relugolix (120 mg) is FDA approved as ORGOVYX™ adult patients with advanced prostate cancer. The combination of Relugolix (relugolix
40 mg, estradiol 1.0 mg, and norethindrone acetate 0.5 mg) is under regulatory review in Europe and in the Us in women with uterine fibroids and is in the development phase of women with endometriosis. We are also developing an MVT-602, oligopeptid kisspeptin-1 receptor agonist that has completed a phase 2a study of female infertility as part of artificial reproduction.
Sumitovant Biopharma, Ltd., a wholly owned subsidiary of Sumitomo Dainippon Pharma Co Ltd, Ltd., Ltd. is our majority shareholder. For more information, please visit our website www.myovant.com. Follow @Myovant on Twitter and LinkedIn. About Sumitovant Biopharma Ltd. Sumitovant is a global biopharmaceutical company with offices in New York and London. Sumitovant is
a majority shareholder of Myovant and Urovant, and is wholly owned by Enzyvant, Spirovant and Altavant. Sumitovant's promising pipeline consists of early-stage late-stage research drugs in various areas of the disease that target high unsatisfied needs. Sumitovant is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Sumitomo Dainippon Pharma. For more information about Sumitovant, please visit
. About Sumitomo Dainippon Pharma Co., Ltd. Sumitomo Dainippon Pharma is one of the top ten listed pharmaceutical companies in Japan that operate worldwide in major pharmaceutical markets including the United States, Japan, China and the European Union. Sumitomo Dainippon Pharma is based in 2005 between Dainippon Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. and Sumitomo
Pharmaceuticals Co., Ltd. Today, Sumitomo Dainippon Pharma has more than 6,000 employees worldwide. Additional information about Sumitomo Dainippon Pharma is available through its corporate website at * David Marek CEO Myovant Sciences CONTACT: Mary Stutts Sumitovant Biopharma 415-419-6705 mary.stutts@sumitovant.comWisdomTree Issuer plc – Daily Fund
Prices 31-December -20 WisdomTree Artificial Intelligence UCITS ETF - USD Acc31/12/2020IE00BDVPNG134532541USD269,149,268.3259.3815 WisdomTree AT1 CoCo Bond UCITS ETF – USD31/12/2020IE00BZ0XVF52491081USD52,098,403.02106.0892 WisdomTree AT1 CoCo Bond UCITS ETF – EUR
Hedged31/12/2020IE00BFNNN236279036EUR29,362,251.70105.2275 WisdomTree AT1 CoCo Bond UCITS ETF – GBP Hedged31/12/2020IE00BFNNN45934640GBP3,692,862.40106.6069 WisdomTree AT1 CoCo Bond UCITS ETF – USD Acc31/12/2020IE00BZ0XVG6942463USD5,089,340.89119.8535 WisdomTree AT1 CoCo Bond UCITS ETF – USD
Hedged31/12/2020IE00BFNNN01217006USD1,904,242.44111.9747 WisdomTree Battery Solutions UCITS ETF - USD Acc31/12/2020IE00BKLF1R754457534USD193,955,218.9743.5118 WisdomTree Computing UCITS ETF - USD USD WisdomTree Emerging Markets Equity Income UCITS ETF31/12/2020IE00BQQ3Q0672583191USD38,649,353.7514.9619 WisdomTree
Emerging Markets Equity Income UCITS ETF Acc31/12/2020IE00BDF12W49190558USD3,943,825.6420.6962 WisdomTree Emerging Markets Small Cap Dividend UCITS ETF31/12/2020IE00BQZJBM261630000USD29,856,967.3618.3172 WisdomTree Enhanced Commodity UCITS ETF – CHF Hedged Acc31/12/2020IE00BG88WL21160000CHF1,632,109.4810.2007
WisdomTree Enhanced Commodity UCITS ETF – EUR Hedged Acc31/12/2020IE00BG88WG771625000EUR15,471,963.539.5212 WisdomTree Enhanced Commodity UCITS ETF – GBP Hedged Acc31/12/2020IE00BG88WH841175000GBP11,395,474.009.6983 WisdomTree Enhanced Commodity UCITS ETF - USD31/12/2020IE00BZ1GHD37575000USD5,945,849.1810.3406
WisdomTree Enhanced Commodity UCITS ETF - USD Acc31/12/2020IE00BYMLZY748575000USD91,952,501.3710.7233 WisdomTree EUR Aggregate Bond Enhanced Yield UCITS ETF – EUR31/12/2020IE00BD49R912210439EUR11,737,041.6655.7741 WisdomTree EUR Aggregate Bond Enhanced Yield UCITS ETF – EUR
Acc31/12/2020IE00BD49RB3959498EUR3,385,760.1756.9054 WisdomTree EUR Government Bond Enhanced Yield UCITS ETF31/12/2020IE00BD49RJ1519908EUR1,138,850.1257.2057 WisdomTree EUR Government Bond Enhanced Yield UCITS ETF – EUR Acc31/12/2020IE00BD49RK2040000EUR2,332,074.9058.3019 WisdomTree Europe Equity Income UCITS
ETF31/12/2020IE00BQZJBX311732717EUR18 ,453,736.4310.6502 WisdomTree Europe Equity Income UCITS ETF Acc31/12/2020IE00BDF16007352386EUR4,668,346.5013.2478 WisdomTree Europe Equity UCITS ETF - CHF Hedged Acc31/12/2020IE00BYQCZT117703CHF134,488.3317.4592 WisdomTree Europe Equity UCITS ETF - EUR
Acc31/12/2020IE00BYQCZX56269545EUR4,796,778.4217.7958 WisdomTree Europe Equity UCITS ETF - GBP Hedged31/12/2020IE00BYQCZQ89131454GBP1,474,208.7511.2146 WisdomTree Europe Equity UCITS ETF - USD Hedged31/12/2020IE00BVXBH1631112015USD20,705,076.8618.6194 WisdomTree Europe Equity UCITS ETF - USD Hedged
Acc31/12/2020IE00BYQCZP722858523USD62,405,486.6321.8314 WisdomTree Europe Small Cap Dividend UCITS ETF31/12/2020IE00BQZJC5271609262EUR27,438,413.5617.0503 WisdomTree Europe Small Cap Dividend UCITS ETF Acc31/12/2020IE00BDF16114262191EUR4,109,216.3715.6726 WisdomTree Eurozone Quality Dividend Growth UCITS ETF -
EUR31/12/2020IE00BZ56SY76658816EUR11,570,507.0617.5626 WisdomTree Eurozone Quality Dividend Growth UCITS ETF - EUR Acc31/12/2020IE00BZ56TQ67654042EUR13,067,991.1219.9804 WisdomTree Global Quality Dividend Growth UCITS ETF - USD31/12/2020IE00BZ56RN96183660USD5,106,324.8127.8031 WisdomTree Global Quality Dividend Growth UCITS
ETF - USD Acc31/12/2020IE00BZ56SW521750284USD52,442,859.6129.9625 WisdomTree Japan Equity UCITS ETF - CHF Hedged Acc31/12/2020IE00BYQCZL3585650CHF1 ,613,673.2318.8403 WisdomTree Japāna Equity UCITS ETF - EUR Nodrošināti Acc31/12/2020IE00BYQCZJ13201551EUR3,249,605.6616.123 WisdomTree Japan Equity UCITS ETF - GBP
Nodrošināti31/12/2020IE00BYQCZF7489539GBP9934,789.4810.44 WisdomTree Japan Equity UCITS ETF - JPY WisdomTree Japan Equity UCITS ETF - USD Hedged31/12/2020IE00BVXC48541169109USD19,302,808.8316.5107 WisdomTree Japan Equity UCITS ETF - USD Hedged Acc31/12/2020IE00BYQCZD50385675USD7,247,053.0818.7906 WisdomTree UK Equity
Income UCITS ETF31/12/2020IE00BYPGTJ261800000GBP7,600,832.934.2227 WisdomTree US Equity Income UCITS ETF31/12/2020IE00BQZJBQ63739894USD14,040,570.7818.9765 WisdomTree US Equity Income UCITS ETF - EUR Hedged Acc31/12/2020IE00BD6RZW238073EUR133,772.9216.5704 WisdomTree US Equity Income UCITS ETF - GBP Hedged
Acc31/12/2020IE00BD6RZZ53379189GBP5,643,803.9514.8839 WisdomTree US Equity Income UCITS ETF Acc31/12/2020IE00BD6RZT931455101USD29,201,451.8920.0683 WisdomTree US Quality Dividend Growth UCITS ETF - USD31/12/2020IE00BZ56RD98436031USD12,093,336.8227.735 WisdomTree US Quality Dividend Growth UCITS ETF - USD
Acc31/12/2020IE00BZ56RG201947843USD57,991,343.7229.7721 WisdomTree USD Floating Rate Treasury Bond UCITS ETF - USD31/12/2020IE00BJFN5P6326000USD1,303,869.9050.1488 WisdomTree USD Floating Rate Treasury Bond UCITS ETF - USD Acc31/12/2020IE00BJJYYX67353822USD18,042,915.0650.9943(Bloomberg) -- The U.S. dollar kicked off the new
year with a weak start as expectations for a global economic recovery bolstered demand for riskier assets. It lost ground against almost every major currency on Monday, pushing the gauge of its strength to its lowest level in nearly three years, after purchasing executives indices across Europe and Asia showed factory activity gathering momentum. The euro rose as high as 0.7%
against the dollar against a high last seen over two years ago, while the greenback touched the weakest level against the Chinese yuan since June 2018. Stocks and gold rallied as the market brushed aside concerns about accelerating the spread of the virus. Investor sentiment is improving as coronavirus vaccines are rolled out and data point to a wide up-tick of economic
activity. This is undermining the case of the U.S. currency, a haven of currency choice for most investors. It capped its biggest annual decline since 2017 last year. Uncertainty is declining, and a strong global growth recovery would favor the rest of the world, said Patrik Schowitz, the global multi-asset strategist at JPMorgan Asset Management, which is underweight in the dollar.
Currency weakness could be the greatest against the emerging market of the foreign exchange complex, which should be cyclical upside and still relatively cheap. The Bloomberg Dollar Spot index fell by 0.5% since February 2018 to its lowest level. It ended 2020 5.5% weaker. Speculative positions against the currency were the most in almost a decade, according to data from
the Commodity Futures Trading Commission for the second time last week in December. Markets are following the 2021 buy-everything play book tee, said Stephen Innes, strategist at Axi. I wouldn't be surprised if many packed risk premiums continue to come off the curve, especially if the U.S. The party wins senate elections in Georgia on Tuesday. President Donald Trump
urged Georgia election officials to find thousands of votes and recalculate the election result to flip the state for him as he tries to challenge Joe Biden's election win. The Chinese yuan could be a standout beneficiary of the weaker dollar thanks to a decline in yields and twin deficits weighing on the greenback, said Patrick Bennett, strategist at Canadian Imperial Trade Bank in
Hong Kong. The land yuan rose by as much as 1.1% on Monday and broke the 6.5 level for the first time since June 2018. Read: China is set to reduce the dollar's impact on the Yuan trading basketYuan yield advantage over the dollar, which is close to the widest on record, is also driving capital influx. Reserve managers probably increased their holdings of the Japanese yen and
yuan in the third quarter of 2020, according to a Goldman Sachs note based on an analysis of data from the International Monetary Fund. There is still plenty of room for the global economy to do better than consensus forecasts, said Kit Juckes, chief foreign exchange strategist at Societe Generale SA. Fretting about policy normalization will be a recurring theme in 2021, but hey,
it's the first working day of the year, and now that u.S. real yields and positive risk sentiment may drag the dollar lower for a while yet. (Updates throughout. A previous version of this story corrected the description of the Indonesian currency in the second part.) More articles like this, please visit us at bloomberg.comSubscribe now to stay ahead with the most trusted business news
source.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.Global Polybutadiene Rubber Market 2020-2024 analyst is monitoring polybutadiene rubber market and is poised to grow by $2.55 billion in 2020-2024 over the forecast period advanced to 4% CAGR. NEW YORK, Jan 04, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) — Reportlinker.com announces the release of a report by Global Polybutadiene Rubber Market
2020-2024 – Our report on the polybutadiene rubber market provides a holistic analysis of market size and forecast, trends, growth drivers, and challenges, and vendor analysis covering about 25 vendors. The report presents an up-to-date analysis of the current world market scenario, the latest trends and drivers, as well as the overall market environment. The market is based on
the growing demand from the automotive industry and the increasing pace of industrialisation. Moreover, increasing demand from the automotive sector is also expected to contribute to the growth of the market. Analysis of the polybutadiene rubber market includes the application segment and geographical landscapes. Polybutadiene rubber market is segmented as follows: By
application • Tires • Non-tires By geographical landscape • APAC • North America • Europe • MEA • South America This study identifies increasing production one of the main reasons for the growth of the polybutadiene rubber market in the coming years. The analyst gives a detailed picture of the market by conducting studies, synthesis and summing data from multiple sources,
analyzing key parameters. Our report on the polybutadiene rubber market covers the following areas: • Polybutadiene rubber market output • Polybutadiene rubber market forecast • Analysis of the polybutadiene rubber market Sector Read the full report: The Reportlinker ReportLinker is an award-winning market research solution. Reportlinker finds and organizes the latest
industry data so you get all the necessary market research - right away, in one place. ______ CONTACT: Clare: clare@reportlinker.com US: (339)-368-6001 Intl: +1 339-368-6001You will not run out of cash pensions with an annuity. But it's not as amazing as it sounds. The POOL of UK government bonds with negative yields jumped in December, and as part of the overall market
hit its highest since September, data from electronic bond trading platform Tradeweb showed on Monday. According to Tradeweb, nearly 1.25 trillion pounds ($1.71 trillion) of jauncut, or just over 48% of the total market value of about 2.6 trillion pounds, was a negative yield from the end of last month. The market value of euro area government bonds on the Tradeweb platform at
the end of December was around €6.66 trillion, the company added. A prominent Palestinian disc jockey arrested at a dance event at a Muslim religious and cultural site last week has been released on bail, her father said Monday. (Bloomberg) - Apple Inc.,supplier Foxconn Technology Group signed a strategic cooperation deal with embattled Chinese electric vehicle startup Byton
Ltd in a deal that could mark a big bet by an iPhone assembler for the automotive manufacturing business. The companies, supported by Nanjing's Economic and Technological Development Zone, aim to start mass production at Byton M-Byte by 2022 in the first quarter, according to a statement Monday. Foxconn, whose main listed arm hon Hai Precision Industry Co. plans to
invest about $200 million in the venture, a person familiar with the matter said earlier, declining to identify to discuss information that is not yet public. The deal could be a lifeline for Byton, who is struggling to produce its first vehicle, having unveiled its M-Byte concept car several years ago. Under the agreement, Foxconn will supply Byton with its advanced manufacturing
technology, operational management experience and supply chain resources. The Taiwanese company, however, is also talking to other Chinese electric car makers about possible cooperation, another person familiar said. Tech companies are increasingly pouring money into developing cars, including all-electric vehicles and smart technologies that go with them like autonomous
and from car-to-car communication systems. Foxconn is one of the most important production partner for Apple, which is reportedly considering developing a self-driving car on its own. Foxconn is also trying to diversify a company that depends on the US smartphone giant half of its revenue. Tesla SupplierIn in early 2020, Hon Hai announced a plan to form a joint venture with Fiat
Chrysler Automobiles NV to develop and carry electric vehicles in China, although it will not be involved in any assembly itself. In October, the Taiwanese company unveiled its first electric vehicle chassis, as well as an open software platform to help EV makers deliver models to the market more quickly. It will start shipping its first developer kit in April. Foxconn Group is supplying
parts to other major automakers, including Tesla Inc.'s electric vehicle related business will be very good in the first half of 2021, Hon Hai Chairman Young Liu said at a company event in Taipei last month. Hon Hai shares closed up 8.6%, their biggest one-day jump since April 2019. Analysts at JPMorgan and Wedbush also had forecast strong iPhone sales last week. Byton, one of
the highest profile Chinese EV startups, had a tough 2020. It stopped all domestic operations and furloughed staff in July after a coronavirus pandemic made it tougher to get its business off the ground. This suspension has now been extended until June. Even before the Covid-19, the company had encountered difficulties in meeting the deadlines for the creation and
implementation of the first model. The company's website still contains bookings for cars. Founded by former BMW AG executives, Byton, originally named Future Mobility Corp., had about 1,000 employees in China as of June and about 500 elsewhere, including U.S. Its investors include state-owned China FAW Group Corp. and EV battery maker Contemporary Amperex
Technology Co., Ltd., which supplies batteries to Tesla.Byton plans to enter North America and Europe around mid-2020, former CEO Daniel Kirchert, also one of the company's co-founders , said in early 2019. The company could consider an initial public offering after new funding and production begins, he said at the time. The M-Byte SUV can reach 80% of the full charge in
about 35 minutes and has a maximum speed of 190 kilometers (118 miles) per hour. It has a range of up to 550 kilometers, according to specs on Byton's website. (Updates with enterprise reporting from part one.) For more articles like this, please visit us at bloomberg.comSubscribe now to stay ahead with the most trusted business news source.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.Major
members of media buying agencies and representative companies in the market are Publicis Groupe, Omnicom Group Inc., Interpublic Group of Companies, Dentsu, Katz Media Group and Edelman. Global media buying agencies and representative companies market to fall from 60.New York, Jan 04, 2021 NEWSWIRE) - Reportlinker.com announces report Media Buying
Agencies and Representative Firms Global Market Report 2020-30: COVID-19 growth and Change - 36 billion in 2019 to $59.76 billion in 2020 with a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of -0.98%. The decrease is mainly due to the outbreak of COVID-19, which has led to restrictive containment measures involving social distancing, remote work and sectoral closures and other



commercial activities that have led to operational problems. The market is expected to recover and reach $70.27 billion by 2023 CAGR 5.55%. The market for media purchasing agencies and representative companies consists of the sale of advertising services by entities (organisations, individual traders and partnerships) that purchase advertising time or space from the media
and sell it directly to advertising agencies or individual companies, and independent representatives selling media time or space to media owners. Only goods and services traded between undertakings or sold to final consumers shall be included. North America was the largest region in the market for media purchasing agencies and representative companies in 2019. The Asia-
Pacific region is expected to be the fastest growing region in the forecast period. In October 2018, Interpublic Group (IPG), a U.S.-based publicly traded advertising company, acquired California's acxiom LLC (formerly known as Acxiom Marketing Solutions), a SaaS company that offers a data connectivity platform for $2 billion. The acquisition has combined IPG media, consumer
insights, marketing services and analytics opportunities with Acxiom's data and integration knowledge. This merger is expected to provide I-P.S. strong financial benefits and revenue-generating opportunities in a variety of data-based marketing solutions. Acxiom is an American database marketing company that sells customer and business information for targeted advertising
campaigns. The markets of media purchasing agencies and representative companies covered by this report are segmented by services in media purchase services; media planning service; media representative companies; other services. It is also segmented by offline mode; online and after application to BFSI; consumer goods and retail trade; government and public sector; IT
and telecommunications; healthcare; media and entertainment. The uncertainty of COVID 19 is likely to limit the growth of media buying agencies and representative companies. Strict restrictions on people's movements and closed events have affected many industries, including away from home (OOH) and print advertising. For example, closed in India started on 25 March 2020
and extended by more than five months. was able to operate during the locking essential goods and emergency medical services. According to a report by the Advertising Association (ASAP), 90% of advertising work in India was affected by the COVID pandemic. Advertising expenditure also decreased by 9 % 7% in Germany and 12% in France. According to the Interactive
Advertising Bureau (IAB), nearly 24% of media buyers and planners had kept their spending on hold until the end of the second quarter of 2020, while 46% said they had adjusted their spending over the same period. The COVID 19 pandemic is therefore a key factor limiting the growth of the market for media purchasing agencies and representative companies. Media buyers using
artificial intelligence (AI) media optimization are gaining considerable popularity in media buying agencies and representative companies in the market. AI changes the way ad actions run. Salesforce reports that 60% of marketing leaders believe in AI and believes it would help them run more effective programmatic campaigns. Approximately 4 out of 10 advertisers use AI media
spend optimization and better audience segmentation. It was also found that companies use their AI capacities to rationalise the sales process and productivity. Salesforce has introduced Salesforce Einstein, which, with the help of AI, helps media companies obtain forecasts and recommendations based on their business processes. IBM introduced its Watson AI engine in 2018.
Watson Media Solutions helps media companies use AI in a media workflow to improve viewer engagement, video analysis, and delivery. Media companies like Fox Media and The Weather Channel have embraced Watson's AI capabilities and more media buyers in the future are expected to use AI for efficient business. More and more political events, sporting events, festivals
and large budget films are expected to boost demand for media buying agencies and the market for representative companies. For example, in the 2020 US presidential election, the Democratic Party has released ads in 14 Indian languages to encourage voters of Indian origin. According to the Responsive Policy Center, a nonpartisan group in the U.S. estimated the campaign
cost for the 2020 presidential election to be about $10.8 billion. According to leading advertising and digital communications group Dentsu, the Aegis Network estimated the overall media and advertising market to be around $613.5 billion in 2018, taking into account major global events such as the Winter Olympics and the Paralympics, the FIFA World Cup in Russia. In 2020,
Burning Man, one of the largest global music fests hosted by 70,000 people around the world in Nevada, USA, allows advertisers to reach large audiences at a time. Therefore, crowd-gathering events such as political events, sporting events, and festivals are driving media buying agencies and representative companies to the market. Read the full report: Reportlinker ReportLinker
is an award-winning market research solution. Reportlinker finds and organizes the latest industry data so you get all the necessary market research - right away, in one place. ______ CONTACTS: USA: (339)-368-6001 Intl: +1 339-368-6001MACAU, Jan 04, 2021 (GLOBE 2021)NEWSWIRE) - Studio City Finance Limited (Studio City Finance) today announces that it is proposing
to make an international offer for higher notes (New notes and such offer, Notes offer). Studio City Finance is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Studio City International Holdings Limited (SCIHL). The new notes are suggested to be a global commitment to Studio City Finance, ranking equal to all of Studio City Finance's current and future senior indebtedness. The new notes are
proposed to guarantee all studio city finance's existing limited subsidiaries on the basis of the senior basis (Note guarantees). SCIHL will not be the chief of the new notes. Completing the proposed notes The offering of new notes depends on market conditions and investors' interests. Since no binding agreement has been concluded for this press release on the proposed
comments offering new comments, the proposed new comments may or may not be issued. Studio City Finance today also announces that it has launched a conditional cash tender offer for any and all of its outstanding 7,250% senior notes due in 2024 (CUSIP Numbers 86389QAB8 and G85381AB0; ISIN US86389QAB86 and USG85381AB09) (2024 notes and such conditional
offer, conditional offer). The conditional offer depends on whether Studio City Finance has recommended the net proceeds from the successful completion of one or more debt financing transactions (including the bond offer) together with the cash settled, which is sufficient to finance the conditional offer, and any redemption of 2024 notes that remain outstanding after the
conditional offer has been completed and to pay all fees and expenses associated with the above mentioned (Financing condition). The conditional tender will expire at 11 .m 11 January 2021. Settlement of the notional offer offer (tender settlement date) on 14 January 2021 will take place if the financing condition is met or cancelled. Studio City Finance has reserved the right to
extend, amend or terminate the conditional offer at its sole discretion. The conditional offer is made in accordance with the purchase offer of 4 January 2021 (Purchase Offer) and the related guarantee delivery notice. The remuneration for each $1,000 principal amount of 2024 notes will be $1,039.20 (Consideration of the Offer). The notes will only be accepted at a minimum face
value of $200,000 and an integral multiple of $1,000 above it. In accordance with the terms and conditions To purchase, Studio City Finance will pay the Offer Reward to owners who legally offer their 2024 Notes (and are not legally withdrawing their 2024 Notes) with an expiration date if such 2024 Notes are accepted for purchase (date of such payment, Payment date). The 2024
notes may be withdrawn at any time or before the (i) expiry date and (ii) if the conditional offer is extended, then on the 10th working day following the commencement of the conditional offer. Comments may also be validly withdrawn at any time after the 60th working day following the start of the conditional tender, if for any reason the conditional tender has not been issued within
60 working days of the commencement of the conditional tender. Studio City Finance currently plans to make a redemption notice to redeem the 2024 outstanding notes after the conditional offer has been strained, which has not been purchased under the notional offer. Studio City Finance is not obliged to delete the 2024 notes, which are not competitive and accepted in a
conditional tender offer, and there can be no certainty that it will do so. Statements of intent in this press release are not redemption notices under the 2024 notes. Any such notification, if given, will only be made in accordance with the 2024 notes. Copies of the purchase offer and the notice of guaranteed delivery are available from the tender and information agent at the following
website: www.lucid-is.com/studiocity. Studio City Finance has engaged Deutsche Bank AG, singapore's subsidiary, to act as the sole dealer manager in a conditional tender offer. Questions about the offer of conditional offer or requests for additional copies Of the offer for purchase and the notification of guaranteed delivery must be published: Mu-Yen Lo and Thomas Choquet
(tel.: +44 20 7704 0880, E-mail: studiocity@lucid-is.com) or Deutsche Bank AG, Singapore branch of One Raffles Quay, 17-00 South Tower, Singapore 048583, Caution: Global Risk Syndicate (Tel: +65 6423-5342, Fax: +65 6883-1769), with a copy of Deutsche Bank AG, London branch of Winchester House, 1 Great Winchester Street, London EC2N 2DB, United Kingdom,
Attention: Liability Management Group (Tel: +44 (0) 20 7545 8011). The net proceeds from the offer of comments will be used in combination with cash, if applicable, to finance the cash remuneration under the conditional offer offer, to fully redeem all the notes of 2024 that remain in force after the conditional offer has been finalated, to pay all fees and costs associated with the
offer of comments and the bid to be made, and if any amount is any amount partly to finance the capital expenditure and general corporate objectives of the remaining Studio City project. New notes and note guarantees are proposed to be offered and sold in the United States to qualified institutional buyers under Rule 144A under U.S. Securities Act 1933, as amended (Securities
Act), and outside the United States, relying on S rule under the Securities Act. The proposed new notes and notes warranties are not and will not be registered under the Securities Act or under the securities laws of any state or other jurisdiction and may not be offered or sold in the United States without registration or applicable exemption from the requirements of the Securities
Act and any applicable state law. Studio City Finance does not intend to record any part of the proposed new notes and note warranties in the United States. The conditional quote is offered only through the purchase offer and the associated guarantee delivery notice. No one from Studio City Finance, its board of directors, trustee, dealer or competition and information agent shall
make recommendations as to whether the holders should stand down their 2024 comments in accordance with the conditional tender offer, and none of them has authorised such recommendations. The holders must take their decisions on whether to tender their 2024 notes and, if so, on the principal amount of the 2024 purchase notes. The dissemination of this notice in certain
jurisdictions may be restricted by law. Persons in possession of this press release must be informed of any such restrictions and must comply with them. This press release is for informational purposes only and does not call for or offer to purchase, purchase or subscribe to the securities mentioned here. Nothing in this press release shall be an offer to buy or an offer to sell
securities in the United States or any other jurisdiction in which such an offer or offer would be illegal prior to registration or qualification under securities laws in any such jurisdiction. This press contains information issued in accordance with rule 135.c and in accordance with rule 135.c 135. These statements were made in accordance with the safe harbor provisions of the U.S.
Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Statements that are not historical facts, including statements about Studio City Finance's beliefs and expectations, are forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements involve inherent risks and uncertainties, and a number of factors may lead to a real difference in results from those contained in any forward-looking
statement. These factors are, but are (i) the COVID-19 global pandemic, caused by a new coronavirus strain and the continuation of its impact on our business, our industry and global economy, (ii) the growth and visits to the gaming market in Macau, (iii) the volatility of the capital and credit markets, (iv) local and global economic conditions, (v) our foreseeable growth strategies,
(vi) the gambling authority and other government approvals and regulations, and (vii) the development of our future business, the results and financial situation of our future business. In some cases, forward-looking statements can be identified by words or phrases such as may, will, expect, anticipate, target, target, estimate, intend, plan, believe, potential, continue, is/likely to or
other similar expressions. All forward-looking statements made in the new notes offering documents or an Offer for purchase shall speak only from their date, and all information provided in this press release shall be from the date of this press release and That is not under any obligation to update such information, unless required by applicable law. For an investment company,
please contact:Richard Huang, Director, Investor Relations Tel.: +852 2598 3619 Email: richardlshuang@melco-resorts.comAbout media questions, please contact:Chimmy Leung CEO, Corporate Communications Tel: +852 3151 3765 E-mail: chimmyleung@melco-resorts.com chimmyleung@melco-resorts.com
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